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The general theory of reproducing kernels developed by N, Aronszajn 
in jl] and [2] provides a unifying point of view for the study of an important 
class of Hilbert spaces of real or complex valued functions and for the appli­
cation of the methods of Hilbert space theory to different problems in the 
theory of partial differential equations. 
With a view to applications to systems of such equations the form which 
the theory takes in the case of spaces of vector valued functions was inves­
tigated, initially for finite dimensional and Hilbert range spaces. It was 
found that the natural setting for such a generalization of the theory is that 
in which the functions of the functional Hilbert space take their values in an 
arbitrary locally convex linear topological space, since all of the main re­
sults are essentially preserved in that setting and a more special case would 
restrict unduly the applications. 
The present study is confined to the exposition of the general theory 
with a few illustrations and undertakes to extend the basic notions of proper 
functional space, reproducing kernel and positive matrix and their proper­
ties as they occur in the paper of N. Aronszajn [l ] (referred to as the usual 
theory). These notions are introduced in the first two sections where there 
is also presented a device whereby problems in the present theory can be 
reduced to problems in the usual theory and their solution effected by apply­
ing the existing theorems and seeking the proper form of the result in the 
general setting. In many cases this offers no difficulty and it only remains 
to find the implications of the result which are peculiar to the present set­
ting. Such is the case for restrictions, sums and differences and related 
questions considered in Sections 4 and 6. The third section gives results 
on the effect on the kernel of continuous transformations of the range space. 
The cases in which the usual theory is not immediately translated 
are dependent upon the central question of the existence of functional com­
pletions and this problem is discussed in Section 5, The last two sections 
take up results of this nature. The notion of product in our setting requires 
the introduction of the tensor product of locally convex spaces (see N, Bour-
baki [5], J, Dieudonne j 7] and A, Grothendiek [8 ]) and linear transformations. 
Finally, using the general notions of inductive and projective systems the 
limits of reproducing kernels of our type are studied. 
The main source of information on locally convex spaces in doing this 
work was a draft version of a book written by a group of mathematicians at 
the University of Kansas in 1953 and soon to be published in final form, see 
J, Li. K elley [9], The most readily available general reference on the sub­
ject is the book of N. Bourbaki [6], (see also J. Dieudonne [7]). 
We have summarized the results which we need in the preliminary 
section. This was done largely because we have preferred to deal with anti-
linear functionals rather than linear functionals as is usual in the theory of 
locally convex spaces and our notations are therefore not standard ones. 
This choice was motivated by the Hilbert space background of our subject. 
The necessary information from the general theory of Hilbert spaces 
is to be found in N, Aronszajn [3] and M. H. Stone |o]. 
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Preliminaries. 
This section is devoted to a summary of certain well known definitions 
and results, mainly from the theory of linear topological spaces, and is in­
tended to serve as a means of establishing notations and conventions in the 
forms which are most convenient for our later purposes. 
If U denotes a linear space then the algebraic dual U' of U is taken 
to be the space of all antilinear functionals on U. An antilinear functional 
on U is a scalar (i.e., real or complex) valued function u' on U such 
that, if < u',u > denotes the value of u' at ue U, 
< u',cm^+ jBu^ > = a < xi\ u ^ > + ]?< u', u^ > , 
for all scalar s o>, (3 and all Up u e U. 
The operations of addition and scalar multiplication in U1 are defined 
pointwise on U so that 
< oru'j + j3u'_,, u > = a < u'p u > + j3< u^, u > . 
In short, < u', u > is linear in the first variable and antilinear in the 
second. This usage departs from the usual convention in linear topological 
space theory but conforms to that of Hilbert space theory where the scalar 
product ( , ) has the above property, i.e. is Hermitian bilinear. The 
notations ( , ) and |j jj are used for the scalar product and norm in 
all Hilbert spaces and are provided with subscripts identifying the space 
only when necessary to avoid confusion. 
If U" denotes the algebraic dual of U' then for any u e U, < u', u > 
is a linear functional on Uf and hence < uf, u > is a member of U", The 
I correspondence thus established between U and a subspace of U" is linear 
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and one-one, i.e. is an isomorphism giving a canonical identification of U 
with a subspace of U". 
U becomes a linear topological space if we define there a topology-
such that the operations of addition and scalar multiplication are continuous. 
If u e U then any neighborhood of u is of the form u + N where N is a 
neighborhood of the point zero. Thus the topology for U is completely spe­
cified by giving the system of neighborhoods of zero. If there is a basis for 
the system of neighborhoods of zero consisting of convex sets then U is a 
locally convex space. We shall consider Hausdorff spaces almost exclusive­
ly and adopt the abbreviation "1. c. s. " for Hausdorff locally convex space. 
The subspace of U! consisting of all functionals which are continuous 
in the topology of an arbitrary locally convex U is denoted U"v and called 
the conjugate of U and a necessary and sufficient condition for U to be 
Hausdorff is that IT'4 distinguish elements of U, i.e. for every non-zero 
ueU, there exists a uve U" such that < u'% u > 0. 
Every subspace LP of U' defines a topology on U, the linear top­
ology, denoted w(U, U' ), defined to be the weakest topology on U in which 
the functionals of U' are continuous. 
The neighborhoods of zero in w(U, U") are defined as the sets consis­
ting of all u € U such that 
1. The term weak topology has been used widely for this notion but we adopt 
the term linear topology as being more suggestive and in order to avoid such 
phrases as weakest weak and strongest weak in comparing topologies. 
| < u?,u >| < e, i = 1, 2 , n 
for any e > 0 and u^, up > •  •  • »  
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Clearly U* is the conjugate of U under the w(U, U~) topology. 
The linear topology w(U', U) induced in U' by the subspace U of 
Uu is called the weak-star topology. It is characterized as the topology of 
pointwise convergence of elements of U' at each point of U. An antilinear 
functional on U' is continuous in the weak-star topology if and only if it is 
the image of an element u e U under the natural identification. In particu­
lar, the conjugate of U' under w(U', U) is U. If U'q  is a subspace of 
U' we denote the relativised weak-star topology on U'q  by W(U'q, U). 
Uq is weak-star dense in U' if and only if it distinguishes elements of U. 
If U is a 1. c. s. and U is its conjugate space under the given topol-
ogy then w(U, U') is the weakest topology for U such that U is the con­
jugate space. There is also a strongest such topology, the Mackey topology 
m(U,U*). 
The neighborhoods of zero in m(U, U ') are defined as follows. For 
every € > 0 and every convex weak-star compact subset C of U , the 
set of all u e U such that | < u*, u > | < e whenever u~r" e C is a neighbor­
hood of zero. 
When U is a normed linear space m(U, U*) coincides with the norm 
topology. When U is a Hilbert space the conjugate space is identified with 
sl'* J, 
U and the topologies w(U, Ur) and w(U , U) coincide and give the usual 
weak topology of the Hilbert space. 
For our purposes the space U is generally considered with the weak-
Or 
star topology so that its conjugate is U and we have no need to speak of U . 
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A stronger topology on U* than w(U, U') determines a subspace of 
(U )' which contains U and conversely any such subspace determines on 
U* the stronger linear topology which it induces there. We shall call any 
space containing U which is thus obtained by strengthening the topology 
of U , a completion of U. Any completion of U can be topologised so 
that the relative topology in U is its given topology. This follows from 
the fact that the relativised Mackey topology of the completion is stronger 
than m(U, U ) and hence the completion can be taken under the topology 
consisting of those open sets in its Mackey topology which intersect U in 
an open set in the given topology of U. U is dense in any of its completions 
since otherwise there would be a continuous linear functional on the comple­
tion vanishing on the closure of U but not vanishing identically and there­
fore the conjugate spaces would be different, which is impossible. 
A 1. c. s. is in particular a uniform structure and as such there is a 
notion of completion resulting from the general theory of uniform structures. 
However, we shall make use of completion with respect to the given topology 
only in case of normed spaces where the usual construction by classes of 
equivalence of Cauchy sequences suffices. 
A space is sequentially complete if it contains a limit element for 
each of its Cauchy sequences. 
If T is a linear transformation of a 1. c, s, U into a 1. c. s. V then 
the adjoint of T, when it exists, is a linear transformation T* of Vv into 
U such that 
< v*, Tu > = < T*v*, u > , 
for all u e U, v * e V \ If Tv exists it is unique. T* exists if and only if 
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T is continuous relative to the linear topologies w(U, U*) and w(Y, V*). 
When T*1 exists it is continuous in the weak-star topologies w(V , V) and 
w(U*. U). 
If T is continuous in the linear topologies induced by subspaces 
and Vj of Ut and V' then it is continuous in the Mackey topologies 
m(U, Up and m(Y, VJ ) and conversely. The converse follows from the 
general fact that continuity in the given topologies implies continuity in the 
linear topologies which they determine. When T has the above equivalent 
continuity properties we shall say that T is U, — V, continuous. T is 
continuous, simply, will mean that T is continuous in the given topologies 
Ujj 
of U and V. In summary, when T is continuous it is U —V continuous 
and this is equivalent to the existence of T which is then V—U continuous. 
When the domain U is a Hilbert space we may omit the U" and speak 
of a Y -continuous transformation of U into V, and a Y-continuous trans-
formation of V into U. The former is continuous in the strong topology 
of U together with any topology from w(V, Yv) to m(V, V*} as well as in 
the weak topology of U and the linear topology of V. The latter includes 
continuity in the weak-star topology of V and the weak topology of U, as 
well as the m(V*, V)-strong continuity. 
In the sequel we shall be especially interested in the case where Y is 
a given 1, c. s. R and U is R'. Here, the continuity of the transformation 
T of R* into R in the R—R * s ense implies the existence of T* (and con-
versely) and T is also a transformation of R into R (by means of the 
canonical identification) with the same continuity property. 
We shall call such a transformation T self adjoint when T = T . An 
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equivalent formulation of the condition is 
<r* Ts* > = < s*f T*r* > = < S*, Tr* > 
for all r*, s* € R", i, e, the Hermitian symmetry of the Hermitian bilinear 
form < rr, Ts* > on R'*s This is in turn equivalent to the reality of the 
quadratic form < T'% Tr* >, We shall say that T is positive if 
< r* Tr* • > > 0 for all r e R . 
If Uq is a subspace of a 1. c. s U then the polar of Uq, Uq, is the 
subspace of U consisting of all functionals there which vanish on Uq* 
Uq" is closed in the w(U ~, U) topology. The definition applies also to a 
subspace of U% giving as the polar a w(U, U*f closed subspace of U. 
The null space of a linear transformation is the subspace of its domain 
consisting of all elements which are transformed into zero. If T is a con­
tinuous linear transformation of U into V then T* exists and the null-
spaces 'iT.ji and and the ranges R,,, and R,^ are related by 
and R^* = . 
If the linear space U is a subspace of the linear space Y then the 
quotient space V/U of V mod U is the linear space whose elements are 
classes of equivalence of members of V under the relation: is equiva­
lent to v^ if v^ — Vq€ U. The member of V/u containing v is the set 
v + U and the mapping of Y onto V/u which carries v into v + U is 
called the quotient map. If V is a 1. c. s. then V/^j is topologised by 
defining a set there to be open if and only if its inverse image under the 
quotient map is open in V. The space v/u is then locally convex and is 
Hausdorff if and only if U is a closed subspace of V. The quotient map 
is continuous and open when ^ /j j  has the above quotient topology derived 
from the given topology of Y. 
If V has a topology in which it is not a Hausdorff space, the closed . 
subspace generated by taking the closure of the set whose only member is 
zero will be called the zero subspace of the topology. V is made into a 
Hausdorff space by forming its quotient space mod, the zero subspace. 
Letting Q stand for the quotient map of V onto V/JJ* G exists 
and for w€(v/tT) , < QYw, v > = < w, v + U >. Q is continuous relative 
to the linear topologies (and the Mackey topologies) and Qv is continuous 
relative to the weak-star topologies (and the Mackey topologies) of the con­
jugate spaces. Finally, if U is closed then Qv is a topological isomor­
phism of (V /JJ) onto U"1" with the weak-star topologies. 
If U is a subspace of V then the canonical mapping which carries 
ueU into u as a member of Y is called the injection map I. Its adjoint 
is the mapping which assigns to vve V* its restriction to U, The null space 
^ J ^ of I is U"CV' and if U is closed in V and Q is the quotient map of 
V*onto V^/^1 then F'Q * is a topological isomorphism of onto U*. 
We shall need the algebraic tensor product of two linear spaces R 
and S. This is denoted R (x) S and is defined by the following procedure. 
For every pair (r, s) of elements of R and S we have a well determined 
function on R' X S*, the Cartesian product of the duals, namely the product 
< r', r ><sr, s > . Distinct pairs may give the same function. If we define 
two pairs to be equivalent when they yield the same function then R X S is 
divided into classes of equivalence by this relation. We may denote by 
r ® s either the class of equivalence of (r, s) or the function which it 
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determines. The space R(x) S is the linear space generated by these 
elementary products in the space of all functions on R' X S' with scalar 
n 
values, i.e. the space of all finite linear combinations />_ „ a . r, £§) s . , 
i =1 
The representation of elements of R(g) S by such sums is not unique and 
in fact, since a* r <x) s = (ar)® s = r@(as), the general element of R (x) 5 
n ^ 
can be written 21 % r ® s* • 
i = l 1 
The basic property of the space R ® S is that its linear functionals 
can be identified with the bilinear functionals on R X S. A bilinear function­
al (to be distinguished from "Hermitian bilinear functional") is a complex 
valued function B(r, s) which is linear in each of its variables for every 
fixed value of the other. 
The dual space of R(x) S is then identified as follows. If JL is auiy 
antilinear functional on R ®S then the conjugate of its restriction to the 
elementary products is a bilinear functional on R X S, 
L(r ® s) = B(r, s) . 
. Conversely, any bilinear functional on R X S determines by this 
formula the values of an antilinear functional L on the elementary products 
and hence, by antilinear extension, a unique element of (R ® S) 
If each of the spaces R and S is a 1. c, s. and R and S¥ are their 
conjugates, then, since R and S are weak-star dense in R! and S', 
functions of the form < r',r > < s', s > are identified with those of the form 
< r ", r > < s*, s > and therefore R © S is a subspace of the algebraic 
dual of R*@ S*. Each of these spaces acquires a linear topology in this 
way and becomes a 1. c. s. „ 
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We denote by R S the completion of R © S defined by a topol­
ogy T in R*® S* which is stronger than the linear topology there. 
If R and S are Hilbert spaces then R(x)S and R*©S* are iden­
tified and the resulting space, R(x) S, has a well determined norm given by 
r . ®  S i | | 2  =  J V i . r . K S i . s . )  .  
With this topology as T we obtain a completion of R (x) S which is a 
Hilbert space and which we denote by R(x\ S, the Hilbert space tensor 
product. 
If Tj and are linear transformations of R^ into R and Sj into 
S respectively, the tensor product T^@ is the linear transformation of 
Rf® S, into R © S defined on the elementary products by 
(T1<^T2){r][(g)s1) = Tlr1®T2s1 
and extended by linearity. 
If V J is a sequence of linear spaces and we form the Cartesian pro­
duct consisting of all sequences {vn| such that v^e for each n, then a 
structure of a linear space is defined there by defining the addition and sca­
lar multiplication coordinate wise, i.e. cr|v^| + /3 jv^j- = j avj^; + 
oo 
The resulting linear space is called the product | | V of the spaces V . 
n = l n 
For each n, the linear transformation of the product into V which assigns 
to an element of the product its n-th coordinate is called the projection on V^, 
If each is a 1. c. s. then theproduct is a 1. c. s. under the product 
topology defined as the weakest topology such that all of the projections are 
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continuous. 
The subspace of the product of the linear spaces V consisting of n 
all | v j with only a finite number of non-zero coordinates is called the 
CO 
direct sum of the spaces Ynf denoted ^ V^. The projections of the pro-
n = l 
duct onto its separate coordinate spaces induce projections of the direct sum 
onto its terms, 
oo 
If V' are the algebraic duals of the linear spaces V then ] j~ V' 
n = l 
oo oo oo 
is the algebraic dual of Vwhere, for {v^ | e | | V.' and [vn]e / V^ 
n ~1 . , n = l n — 1 we put 
< •$ v' j, fv i > = / < v' , v > <- n * l n > [_j n n 
the sum being extended over the finite set of indices for which v ^ 0, 
If each Y_ is a 1. c. s. we topologize with the strongest topolo­
gy which induces in each term V^, considered as subspace of the sum, its 
given topology. With this definition the direct sum is a 1. c. s. . If Vv is 
oo oo 
conjugate of V then the conjugate of / V is | | V ' , with the values of 
, n =1 n = l 
elements of J~"j V J. as functionals on ) given by the above formula. 
In the same way the conjugate of f j a 15 ZVn * 
The direct sum of two spaces is written U+V and since we may iden-
© 
tify u e U with (u, 0) e U + V and similarly for v e V, the fact that (u, v) = 
(u, 0) + (0, v) allows us to denote the elements of the sum by u + v instead 
of (u, v). 
For a finite number of spaces the direct sum and the product are the 
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• sje *> ji. 
same. In particular (U + Y) and U +V are identified, i.e., by 
<U + V , U +V > = < U , U > + < V , V > O 
A system jE^, | consisting of a sequence of sets E^ and map­
pings ?r^ is said to be: a) an inductive system if for each n = 1, 2,.. ., 
ir is a mapping of E^ into E ^; b) a projective system if for each 
n = 1, 2,..., tt is a mapping of E (1 into E . n n+I n 
These notions are extensions of the notions of increasing and decreas­
ing sequences of sets respectively, in which case the are just the iden­
tity mappings. 
As extensions of the union and intersection of such sequences we in­
troduce the limits of inductive and projective systems as follows. 
The inductive limit, I~lim{.E j ?r "} of an inductive system is obtained 
from the set of all sequences {e } where e^e and n = nQ, n^+1,..., 
for some nQI which have the property that 7r^e^_ = for k > nQ, by 
taking classes of equivalence according to the relation {e } equivalent to 
fe' 1 if for some n, e = e1 (the sequences are then identical for all 1 n ' n n 
larger n). 
The projective limit, P-lim{E , TT "} , of a projective system is the 
set of all sequences {e^J , n = 1, 2,... , such that en€ E and en= 
for all n» 
There is a well determined mapping of each E in an inductive sys­
tem into I-lim ̂ En, 7rJ given by ir^ ^ where 
7r e = | e , ?r e ,  i r  nf e , ... f • noo n In' n n n+1 n n' J 
For these mappings we have the property ^ = ^(n+ljoo ^n 4 
In the projective case we have for each n a mapping of P-limjE^, 7r ^ 
into E given by TT 1 e. = e . n 6 7 noo< l n' 
Let | f *| be a sequence of functions with f^ defined on E^ for each n. 
a) If : , 7rnj is an inductive system then we shall call {i,p\ an induc­
tive sequence if for all n 
f . A i r  e ) = f (e ) for all e e E , n+r n n' nx n' — n n 
and define the inductive limit of if \ , fn = I-lim £ , to be the function de-—— 1 n' 0 n n 
fined on I-limfE , ir \ by fA{|e,l) = f (e ) for any choice of n for which L n n u 1 l n n 
e is defined. Here \ e. ^ is any sequence of a class of equivalence belong­
ing to E. For all n we have f (e ) = fn(7T e ) and hence the functions & n n 0 nco n 
on I-lim I E^, 7ir } are in one-one correspondence with the inductive sequences, 
b) If {E^, 7is a projective system then f_ is a projective sequence 
if for some n^ and for all en-|qe "^n+1 * n > n^ , 
f n(e ,.) = f (7T e ,.) for n — nn, nA+l, n+1 n+1 n n n+r 0 0 • » l • 
The projective limit, P-lim f , is the function fr| <hl> defined on 
P-lim{En, irnj by 
) = fn(en) for any n £ nQ . 
Since this is equivalent to saying that fg({e.}) = ^n'^n oo "fei"^ ^or n = nQ* 
we see that the function f may be changed on the complement in E_ of the 
range of ir^ ^ and that an altered sequence of functions can be constructed in 
this way which is a projective sequence and has £q as its P-limit. Conse­
quently, there may be in general an infinite number of projective sequences 
having a given function on P-lim(e j 7r^\ as their P-limit. 
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The notion of an inductive sequence of functions in the case of an in­
creasing sequence of sets gives a sequence of functions defined in the 
successive sets and such that for all n the restriction of f to E is n+1 n 
f . If E is the union of the E then each e e E is contained in E for n n n n 
sufficiently large and putting f(e) = f^(e) for any such n we obtain the 
I-limit of {f } • 
For a decreasing sequence of sets we see that a projective sequence 
of functions consists of functions f defined on E and such that for some n n 
nn and n > nA, f M is the restriction of f to E ... The P-limit is 0 — 0 n+1 n n+1 
the common restriction of all f , n > nA, to the intersection E. n = 0 
Suppose now that { V̂ , o"n \ is a system consisting of linear spaces V 
and linear transformations 0" . If j V , cr 1 is an inductive system we in-n *- n n •> 1 
terpret V = I -lim {V , crJ as a linear space by choosing arbitrary se­
quences {vn | and from any two classes of equivalence and defining 
the linear combination of these classes to be the class of equivalence of 
LQrvn + definition is clearly independent of the choice of 
representatives. 
There is a way of defining V directly as a quotient space of the direct 
sum £vn. The present definition is more straightforward and suffices for 
our purposes. 
If, now, £"V"n, crn} is projective and |v^j and {v^} € V = P-lim f V , cr j 
then j 6?y + J € V and V is given a linear structure in this way. It 
is clear that V is a subspace of the product j j V . 
If the spaces are 1. c. spaces and the transformations cr are 
continuous then from the conjugate spaces we obtain the system j V*, a* ]•. 
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If {Vn,(Jn} is inductive then {"V"*, cr* } is projective and if jyni CT„ } is pro­
jective -[ V*, cr* } is inductive. We define the expression \ »{vm\ > *n 
the following natural way, choosing [V^, o* J to be inductive in order to 
fix the notations. In this case iv^j is supposed to be any member of a 
class of equivalence in V = I -lim {v^, <Tn] . We have 
< v*,v > = < or* v* , i, v > = < v*,,cr v > = < v* ,,v ,, > , n n n n+1 n n+1 n n n+1 n+1 
for all sufficiently large n. We take the fixed value so determined for 
< -j v^j, {vnl > an<i notice that it is independent of the choice of the repre­
sentative in V. 
The topologies on the member spaces of an inductive or projective 
system serve to define natural topologies on the limits by means of the trans­
formations 0" . Namely, if 1V , <T \ is an inductive system then cr _ is noo 3 1 n n' y noo 
a transformation of V into Y = I-lim jv , 0" f for each n and the topology n 5 n n 
of V is taken to be the strongest topology which makes every <Tnoo con­
tinuous. Incase V = P-lim , Vp\ for a projective system {Y^, (J,n\ the 
mapping cr^ is a transformation of V into Y and we give V the weak­
est topology such that 0"n ^ is continuous in the given topology of Vn for 
• I | • 
every n. This topology on the projective limit is just the topology of j |V 
relativised to V as a sub space there. 
If the spaces are members of an inductive system and V is the 
projective limit of {V*, or* f then the w(V" , Y) topology on V* is the same c " 1 n n } 
as the topology defined there by the mappings ^nQO when is considered 
^ * 
with w(V , V ). The space V will not in general be a Hausdorff space m 
. n n 
this case and will become a 1. c. s. only when the quotient space is taken 
modulo the zero subspace. 
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When | V <7^] is a projective system the w(V ', V) topology is again 
the topology determined by the 0"n^ and the weak star topologies of the 
V . In this case V will be a 1. c. s. n 
We shall often find it convenient to employ a special device in writing 
formulas to stress which of the variables in an expression are to be taken 
as free variables. For example, if f(x, y) is a function defined on the rec­
tangle 0 < x < a, 0 < y < b then for the function on the interval [0, a] 
obtained by fixing y we will write f(x, y) and say "f(x, y) is continuous as 
a function of x, for each y". It is not our intention to attempt a complete­
ly rigorous distinction between free and bound variables but merely to ac­
cent certain aspects of some of our formulas. 
Finally, in dealing with Hilbert spaces, which we take to be non-sep­
arable in general, a complete orthonormal system will be indexed by a or 
j3, e.g. ••[, and expansions such as ) a^qp^ are meant in the sense that 
a  
all but an at most countable number of terms vanish and the remainder form 
a convergent series. 
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1. Definition and basic properties of reproducing kernels. 
Let E denote an abstract set, R a 1. c. s. and F a Hilbert space 
of functions on E with values in R, 
Definition. A reproducing kernel (r.k, ) for F is a family K(x, y) 
of transformations of R into R defined for each x, y e E and having 
the properties 
1) for every ye E and t '" e R , K(x, y)r' e F , 
2) for every y e E, f e F and r e R'% < r'v, f(y) > = (K(x, y)r , f(x) ). 
It is immediately seen that if a r.k. for F exists it is unique. The 
condition for the existence of a r.k. for F is expressed in terms of the 
evaluations of F. For any linear class F of functions on the basic set E 
to the range space R, where R may in general be any linear space, the 
evaluation of F at ye E is the linear transformation T of F into R — — y 
defined by T f - f(y). 
If F is a normed linear space and R is a 1. c. s then we shall say 
that F is a proper functional space (relative to R, whenever different 
range spaces are possible) if all of the evaluations are F'*'~ R ' - continuous. 
If the evaluations are continuous in the weak topology of F and any 
topology in R which is stronger than w(R, R ') it follows that F is a 
proper functional space. 
We remark that F is a proper functional space if and only if T* 
exists for each y € E . We are now in a position to state the existence 
theorem for the Hilbert space F. 
Theorem 1. F has a r.k. if and only if it is a proper functional space. 
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Proof. If the r.k. exists then the defining properties 1) and 2) 
show that for any ye E the transformation which carries r e R into 
K(x, y)r e F is the adjoint of T . Conversely, if T ^ exists for each y 
then the family T^T^ of transformations of R* into R has property 1) 
since the function T. T" r*r is the element T* r v e F, and property 2) x  y  y  f t - / /  
holds because 
<r * , f (y )>  =  <r*  V>  = ( T * r ' » f )  =  (T .T*r * , f (x ) )  .  
y y x y 
The structure of K(x, y) as T T* shows that for each (x, y) it is x y 
a linear transformation. Moreover, the R " - continuity of T and the R-X 
continuity of T * imply that the composition K(x, y) is R—R continuous 
(taking for the common space F the weak topology, this is clear). If F 
is a proper functional space by virtue of the evaluations being continuous 
in the weak topology of F and a topology T on R which is stronger than 
the w(R, R*) topology , then K(x, y) is continuous in the topologies w(Rv, R) 
and T for each (x, y) . 
£ In any case, K(x, y) exists when K exists and (by means of the can­
onical identification) gives a transformation of R¥ into R. For any 
i'.i '!< _ , 
r , s e R we have 
< s*,K.(x,y)V> = < r* K(x, y)s* > = < r* TxT* s* > = (TV,TV) 
= ( T* 8*, T* r*) = < s* K(y,x)r* > , 
y x 
i.e. K(x, y)* = K(y, x) , In summary we have 
Theorem 2. If F has a r.k. K(x, y) then 
(i) K(x, y) = TxT* , 
(ii) K(x, y) is linear and R—R* continuous , 
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(iii) K(x, y) is w(R , R) — T continuous whenever the evaluations are 
Jl, 
weak-T continuous for any topology T on R which is stronger than w(R, R ), 
(iv) K(x, y )" f  exists and K has the symmetry property 
K(x, y)* = K(y, x) . 
Some of the further basic properties of ordinary r.k.'s which carry 
over directly to the present case take the following forms: 
1) The elements of F of the form K(x, y)r * = r* » ye E and 
r*e R''4 are complete in F. 
2) If {<p } is a complete orthonormal system in F then for any 
* # • r , s e R 9 
< r* K(x,  y)s v* > = > < r* <p^(x) > < s% cp^(y) > » 
a  
the series being absolutely convergent. 
3) If F with r.k. K is a subspace of a larger Hilbert space 3C then 
the formula 
< rv, f(y) > = (K(x, y)r*, h) 
determines the projection f of the element he 3€ on F. 
4) If Fj is a closed subspace of the space F with r.k. K(x, y) = 
TxT* and is the projection on Fj then the r.k. of F, is 
K. (x, y) = T P.T* . 
V 7 x 1 y 
If F ? is the orthogonal complement of F^ in F then K is the sum of 
and K-., 
5) K(y, y) is positive for all y e E and, in fact, 
< r*,K(y, y)r* > = || K(x, y)r* || 2 . 
In the case where R is a Hilbert space the r.k. K(x, y) is a family 
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of bounded operators on R. If in addition it is known that the evaluations 
are completely continuous then the operators K(x, y), as compositions of 
completely continuous transformations T with bounded transformations x 
T are also completely continuous. 
For a complete orthonormal system *n R the Fourier expan­
sion of f(y) for any f e F and y e E takes the form 
f(y) = K(i, y ) pa )  pa  
a  
by means of the reproducing property of K. 
In case R is separable, and in particular for finite dimensional 
range spaces, we can take advantage of the fact that bounded operators on 
R have well determined matrix representations in terms of a complete or­
thonormal system {pn} in order to obtain such representations for the 
r.k. . In this way we obtain a matrix jk (x, y)j corresponding to K, 
whose elements 
k (x, y) = (K(x, y ) p  ,  p  )  mn 3 3 Km pn' 
are complex valued functions of x and y satisfying the symmetry condition 
k (x, y) = k (y, x) . 
mn 3' nmw 
It is easy to see that the diagonal elements are ordinary r.k. 's ; in fact we 
shall see that < r":, K(x, y)r' > is such a kernel in the general case and we 
shall identify the space having this r.k. in a later section. 
We conclude this section with a few examples of proper functional 
spaces of the type which we have introduced above. 
Example 1, We consider the space F to be the space of all functions 
1. See M. H. Stone [10] for a complete discussion of matrix representations of 
operators in Hilbert space. 
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defined on the rectangle 0 g x £ a, 0 .g y < b, and vanishing on the boun­
dary, such that the norm given by the Dirichlet integral is finite, that is, for 
h(x, y) e F 
b pa 8h i z . i 8 h i 2 
i « - " » « 2 - U 0  | i § r * i  dxdy 9y ! 
This space can be completely characterized (see the forthcoming paper of 
N, Aronszajn and K, T. Smith, Theory of potentials) as follows: F is the 
space of all potentials of order 1 of L,, functions, vanishing on the boundary. 
We choose as basic set the interval [0, a] of the x-axis and define the 
evaluation T by x J 
Txh = h(x,ft . 
The class of all functions on [0, b] of the form h(x, y) can also be described 
as potentials (of order 1/2) of Lv functions. These functions belong in parti­
cular to L ,(0,b) and form a dense subspace there. Choosing R to be the 
space 1^(0, b) our proper functional space is completely defined and has a 
r.k. K(x, x') which is an operator in L^(0, b). If we let G(x,y;x',y') de­
note the ordinary Green's function of the rectangle then K is the integral 
operator given by 
K(x, x')f(y') - \ G(x, y;x',y')f(y) dy . 
J0 
In this case the evaluations and the r.k. are completely continuous. 
Example 2. Consider the space F of all harmonic functions in the 
unit circle under the norm given by the norm on the boundary. Let E be 
the open interval (0,1) and define T u for ueF to be the function on the 
P 
unit circumference which is equal to the restriction of u to the circle | z| = p , 
X 0 X 0 i.e. if z = re then T u = u(pe ). The range space R can be taken 
P 
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to be the space of all continuous functions on [0, Zir\ under the upper 
bound norm. The functions T u for u e F are dense in R, The conju-
P 
gate space R' is the space of all measures of finite total variation on 
[0, Zn] and ii fi € > f € R, 
< p, f > = \  f  d p 
J A 
•  Z T T  
0 
The r.k, is described in terms of the Poisson kernel P(z, 0 corres­
ponding to a point z inside the unit circle and a point t, on the boundary, 
i 0  *^1 ^2 Let t, ~ e and consider two interior points z^ = p^e and z , = 
Then K( p } t  p 7 ) ,  the r.k. of is given by 
n 2 w  n Zf t  icp .p icp_ . Q 
K( p r p 2 )d < cp 2 )  =  J Q  J Q  P ^ l e  » e  ) p ( p 2 e  ' e  )  d ed ^) .  
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2. The tilde correspondence, positive matrices. 
If F is a Hilbert space of functions on E to the 1. c. s. R then 
we obtain from F a Hilbert space F of complex valued functions on 
E X R' as follows. F is the class of all functions of the form 
f(x, r " ) = < r* f(x)> for f e F , 
with the norm 
i i ? n = m • 
The correspondence between the functions of f and f is clearly linear 
and it is one-one since R distinguishes elements of R. Hence the norm 
can be transferred in this manner and F is a well defined Hilbert space 
isomorphic to F. We remark that for each x, f (x, r ''!} is a weak star 
continuous anti-linear functional on R' ; in fact, it is the element f(x) e R. 
On the other hand, suppose we are given a Hilbert space F of com­
plex valued functions on a set E and suppose that E can be interpreted 
as Ex R for some set E and 1. c. s. R, and suppose further that for 
each fe F and x e E, f (x, r ) is a weak star continuous anti-linear func­
tional on Rv, Then a Hilbert space F of functions on E to R is obtained 
from F by reversing the above procedure. Namely, to f e F associate 
the function on E to R, f(x), whose value at x is the element f (x, r' ) e R 
and put || f || = || f || . 
The correspondence thus established between spaces F and spaces F 
is called the tilde correspondence. 
Theorem 1. F is a proper functional space if and only if F is a 
proper functional space. 
Proof, The latter condition means that for all fx, r ) e E X R , 
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4*0  ̂ JJJ  ̂ jJJ 
f — s t r o n g l y  i n  F  i mp l i e s  f  ̂ ( x ,  r  )— * -  f  ( x ,  r  ).  F o r  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  
elements of F this means that f—>• f strongly in F implies <r%f^(x)> —>-
<r",f(x)> » for all xeE, r^e R*. But this is exactly the R'*-continuity 
of the evaluations of F as desired. 
If F has r.k. K(x, y) then the r.k. of F is given by 
K(x, r*;y> s*) = < r* K(x, y)s* > , 
It is clear that for fixed (y, s ), K e F as a function of (x, r )j in fact, it 
corresponds to the function K(x, y)s" € F. Moreover, 
f(y, s*) - < s* f(y) > = (K(x, y)s" , f(x)) 
= (f(x), K(x, y)sv) 
= (f(x, r' ), K(x, y)s" ), by isometry , 
= (f (x, r " < rv, K(x, y)s* > ) 
= f (x, r* ), K(x, rv;y, sv)) . 
By means of the tilde correspondence it is possible to interpret some 
of the theorems of the ordinary theory directly as theorems in the present 
setting and when this is possible we shall limit our discussion of the result 
accordingly. However, in most cases it is necessary to enter into addition­
al considerations either in order to supply the proper interpretation of the 
space F which results from the usual theorem or in order to investigate 
those aspects of the theorem which have special significance for the spaces 
and kernels which we are studying. 
Definition. A family K(x,y) of linear R-R* continuous transformations 
of R* into R defined for each x,y € E, where R is any 1, c. s. , is a positive 
matrix relative to R (p.m. rel. R) if for each choice of y^ y^,... , yae E and 
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n n 
1 = 1 j  = 1  
The tilde correspondence or a direct computation gives 
Theorem 2. It K(x, y) is the r.k. of the space F of functions on E 
to R then K(x, y) is a p. m» rel. R . 
In contrast to the usual theory the converse of this theorem is not 
always true. The precise statement of the circumstances in which a given 
p.m. determines a p. f. s. for which it is the r.k, is given in Section 5 in 
connection with the general theory of functional completion of spaces of the 
type considered here. We need only remark at this point that if such a 
p. f, s. exists for a p.m. rel. R then it is uniquely determined by the p.m. 
and the space R. The proof of this fact is obtained by means of the tilde 
correspondence. 
Remark 1, We may change R in certain ways so as to obtain a p.f.s, 
and r.k. which are identified in a canonical way with the original ones but 
according to our definitions they must be considered as distinct. 
Remark 2. The definition of p.m. in the usual theory involves com­
plex coefficients , £ which are absorbed in the functionals r"T J. DT N J 
in the present case. 
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§ 3. Isomorphism, equivalence and subordination. 
In this section we consider functional Hilbert spaces F and G with 
the same basic set E but with different range spaces, R and S respec­
tively. We shall also consider p. m.' s rel. R and S, As a matter of nota-
tional convenience we shall use K(x, y) to denote a p. m, rel. R and L(x, y) 
to denote a p.m. rel. S and if F and G are proper functional spaces their 
r,k. 1 s will be K and L repsectively. 
The spaces F and G are essentially the same, as functional spaces, 
whenever R and S as well as F and G are isomorphic in the sense of 
their respective structures and in such a way that the operation of "evalua­
tion at x" is preserved by the isomorphisms. The natural notion of essen­
tial identity of K and L, would require that R and S be isomorphic, in 
which case R and S are isomorphic under the adjoint transformation 
and the weak star topologies, and that for each (x, y), K(x, y), and L(x, y) 
transform corresponding elements into corresponding elements. Before 
proceeding with the precise formulations of these ideas and the examination 
of further questions to which they give rise, we make a definition for gen­
eral linear spaces F and G of functions on E to linear spaces R and S 
respectively. Namely, if a is a linear transformation of R into S, the 
transformation T induced by cr is the linear transformation of F into G 
-—— o* — 
defined by 
T g -f =  g  whenever g(x) = <jf(x) for all x . 
With F and G Hilbert spaces we make the 
Definition 1, F is isomorphic to G, F = G, if there exists a linear 
homeomorphism cr _ of R onto S such that T^. is an isometric isomorphism 
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of F onto G. 
Definition 2. K(x, y) is equivalent to L(x, y ) ,  K = L, if there is a 
linear homeomorphism cr _of R onto S such that for all (x, y) 
L(x, y) = aK(x, y) a ' • 
Theorem 1. If F is a p. f. s, rel. R and G = F then G is a p. f. s. 
rel. S and K = JL under the same linear homeomorphism cr. 
Proof. We must show that crK(x, yjtj* is a r.k, for G. Since for 
any s'r e S" and any ye E, 
(lK(x, y)o" s" = cr(K(x, y)cr"*s ) for all x , 
it follows that 
dK(x, y)a"s:,< ~ TT(K(X, y)o V ) . 
The result follows since any r* has the form and T is an isometry. 
Theorem 2. JS_ K = L then F = G. 
Proof. If T^ is the transformation of F into the space of all func­
tions on E to S induced by cr then T^ is one - one and its range is a Hil-
bert space isomorphic to F under the norm || T^f || = ||f ||. This space 
has r.k. L by Theorem 1 and hence must be the space G. 
Theorem 3. If K(x, y) is a p. m, rel, R and cr is a continuous linear 
transformation of R into a 1. c, s. S then L(x, y) == < jK(x, y)cr is a p. m. 
SKJ 
rel. S» If cr is a homeomorphism of R onto S then L = K. 
The theorem is immediate. 
We shall examine now the r.k. 's generated by a given kernel and a 
continuous linear mapping in this way. 
Definition 3. L(x, y) is subordinate to K(x, y), L sub K, if 
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L = crKa"' for some continuous linear transformation cr of R into S. 
If L sub K and T denotes the transformation of F into the space 
of all functions on E to S induced by a, we have 
Theorem 4. If L sub K then G is the range of T with the norm 
l|g||2= inf ||f||2 . 
V = g 
Alternatively, G is the isometric image by T of the orthogonal comple­
ment in F of the nullspace of T , with the evaluations cr T . £ cr — x 
Proof. Let IT denote the nullspace of T. Its orthogonal comple­
ment tb'-L is a closed subspace of F and for f,e<flJ" 
flfj = inf ||f|| . 
1 f-f.etl 
The restriction of T to is an isomorphism of "ft"1" onto the range M 
of T and it is clearly also an isometry if M has the norm specified in 
the theorem. 
To show that the Hilbert space M has the r.k. L(x, y), i. e. G = M , 
consider first L(x, y)s* for any s*€ S'r and any ye E: 
L(x, y)s* = crK(x, y)o ' s" for all x 
and K(x, y)d" s " e F. Hence 
L(x, y)s ' = T K(x, y)cr*sv e M . 
For the reproducing property we must compute (L(x, y)s , g) for any 
g e M. This is done by invoking the isometry of M with and computing 
(f f ) where f. and f~ are the elements of ^ corresponding to L(x, y)s:,: 
12 1 « 
and g respectively. We assert that K{x, y)a*s ' e from which it follows 
that this element is f^ and finally that 
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(L(x, y)s \ g) = (K(x,y)cr*s* f2) = < cr *s% f ?Jy) > = < s* erf 2(y) > = < s^? g(y) > , 
the reproducing property. 
To complete the proof we note that f if and only if (f, f^) = 0 
whenever crfQ(x) = 0 for all x. Applying this to K(x, y)cr s we find 
(K(x, y)cr*s* fQ) = <o-*s*.f0(y) > = < s* afQ(y) > = 0 
and our assertion follows. 
This theorem motivates the definition: 
Definition 4. G is subordinate to F, G sub F, if there is a continuous 
linear transformation cr of R into S such that G is isometrically isomor­
phic by T to the complement of the nullspace of . 
If G sub F then the restriction of T is clearly such an isometric 
isomorphism and conversely. Therefore, Theorem 4 has as a corollary 
Theorem 5. L sub K implies G sub F. 
Conversely, 
Theorem 6. If G sub F and F is ap, f,s, then G is a p. f. s. and 
JL sub K. 
Proof. Let U denote the evaluation of G at x and denote by • x 
U the inverse of the restriction of T to Then cr 
Uxg = g{x) = o*(Ug)(x) = crTxUg for all g, i.e. 
U = crT U . 
X X 
It follows that the U 1 s are S -continuous, giving the first assertion. Com-
X 
putation of completes the proof. 
Applying the foregoing theorems to special choices of cr leads to the 
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answers to some natural questions regarding the dependence of the space F 
and its r.k. K on the range space R. 
1) If R is a closed subspace of a 1. c. s. S then K has a natural exten­
sion to a p. mjel, the larger space, given by crK(J* where cr is the injection 
map of R into S. The space which has r.k. crKa* is F considered as a 
space of functions on E to S. 
2) If RQ is a closed subspace of R and cr is the quotient map of R 
onto S = R/Rq then the p. m. rel. S, crKcr' , the quotient kernel of K mod Rr, 
is the r.k. of the space F F(E, Rf ) under the evaluations crT_ , where v X 
F(E, Rq) is the subspace of F of all functions which map E into Rq. 
3) If R is a 1. c, s. under a second topology weaker than its given 
topology, S denotes R under the weaker topology and cr is the identity as 
a mapping of R onto S then o" is the injection of S" into R and cr Kcr' 
is the r. k. of F as a p. f. s. rel, S, We may call this r. k. the topological 
restriction of K. 
If F and G are isomorphic proper functional spaces there may be 
several linear homeomorphisms of R onto S with the properties required 
by the definition. If cr, and oare two such then X = o, ^cr^ is an invari­
ant automorphism in R, that is, a linear homeomorphism of R onto P. 
which induces an isometric isomorphism in F. It is clear that the invariant 
automorphisms form a group. In the case of ordinary r. k. 1 s the automor-
i0 phism of the complex plane consisting of mulitplication by e , 0 <_ 0 < Zt t  
is clearly an invariant automorphism and because of the isometry require­
ment there can be no others. Trivial automorphisms of this type, i.e. 
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i0 automorphisms given by multiples el of the identity I, will always be 
invariant. An example of a case where non-trivial invariant automorphisms 
exist is the following. Let F,, F ., . . ., F be spaces of complex valued 
functions having ordinary r, k,'s K, (x, y), K_,(x, y), . . , , K (x, y). Consider i u n 
as F the direct sum 
F = F, + F, + .. • + F . 
I c n 
The elements of F are n-tuples f = (fj, f, f ^), f,e F,, and the norm 
is given by n 
l | f | | 2 = £  I I f i l l 2 .  
i =1 
F is a proper functional space with unitary n-space as the range space. 
If f e F then f(y) = (L(y), f2(y), ... , fn(y) ) and if r = (r^ r^, . . . , r̂ ) 
n 
(r,f(y)) = ^ rifi(y) • 
i =1 
Letting K(x, y) stand for the matrix ] K. (x, y) 6.. ] , 
K(x, y)r = (Kx(x, y)^, K2(x, y)r2< Kn(x, y)rn) e F 
n n 
and (K(x, y)r,f) = ^ (K.(x, y)r., f.)i = ^ r.f.(y) , 
i = 1  i = 1  
Hence K(x, y) is the r.k. of F, 
All automorphisms of the form cr = jeJ ^ , (9,, real, 
ant as is seen by direct computation of either || T f ||, TVf = (e^Afj,..., ex nf ^}, 
or cr K (x, y) o**. 
are invarI-
W l t  ~i0i 
If A = {aki} is any automorphism of n-space and we compute 
AK(x, y)A. we arrive at the matrix | ^ a^, a^j K. j , In the case where all 
j 
spaces F. are the same, this gives a necessary and sufficient condition for 
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A to be invariant, namely ^ , a^. = 6^ , i.e. that A be unitary. 
j 
An example where the range space is n-dimensional and the only in­
variant automorphisms are the trivial ones is obtained by taking F to be 
the space of all functions on the interval [0,1] which have (n—1) d eriva­
tives continuous and n-th derivative absolutely continuous and belonging 
to L, (0,1). The norm in F is taken to be 
l | f | | 2 =  r [ | f | 2 +  | f ' | 2  +  .. .  | f( n - 1 ) | 2  ]  d x  .  
J0 
F is exactly the class of functions for which this norm is finite. Defining 
the evaluation T to be the transformation of F into n-space given by 
Txf = (f(x),f'<x),...,f(n-1>(x)) 
we obtain a proper functional space having the required properties. 
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4. Restrictions, Self adjoint and positive r.k, 's. 
Applying the tilde correspondence and the usual theorem on restrictions 
of r.k, 1 s to subsets of their basic sets we find two cases of interest. Name­
ly, when K is restricted to a subset E5 E and R remains fixed, and 
-I' jjs 
when E^ ~ E but R is restricted to a subspace R, of R . The first case 
gives the direct analogue of the usual theorem. 
Theorem 1. If E^ R E and K is a p. m, rel. R defined in E then 
the restriction _of K _to Ej is a p, m, reRR and is the r.k, of the space 
*^1 restrictions to E^ of functions in the space F having r.k, K , 
and the norm in F.f is given by 
jlfiII = inf l!fII . 
the infimum being taken over all f e F whose restriction to ET is f1 . 
In the second case, let cr* denote the injection map of R^' into R", 
Since rj" is continuous in the weak star topology, its adjoint exists and maps 
R onto the conjugate S of PC * Calling this transformation cr and taking S 
in the w(S, R^ ) t opology so that S' = R* , it becomes clear that the meaning 
to be assigned to the restriction of K to RT is the p.m. rel. S given by 
5[i 
crKcr . In order to identify the space S in terms of R and determine the 
functional space having the restriction as r.k, we analyze separately the 
case 1, where R^ is weak star dense in R , and the case 2, where Rj is 
jl# 
a closed subspace of Rr. The general result follows by performing the re-
striction first to RJ from the weak star closure of Rj , applying case 1, 
and then, applying case 2, from R° to the closure. 
«JU 
The transformation 0" assigns to re R its restriction to RJ and 
hence in case 1 it is one-one, R and S are equal, and o* gives the 
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identity mapping of R under the w(R, R ) topology (or under its given topo­
logy) onto R under the weaker topology w(R, R, ). It is now apparent that 
CTKcr is the topological restriction of K induced by this change of topolo­
gies and therefore that the corresponding space is F considered as a space 
of functions into R with the weaker topology, 
In case 2, we make use of the null space TL of cr, that is, the polar 
r  ^  of R^ as a subspace of R, Knowing that Rj is closed we can conclude from 
the general result cited in the preliminaries that S is isomorphic to the quo­
tient space R/N,t and in fact homeomorphic when S has the w(S, Kj) topolo­
gy and R/N^ has the quotient topology induced by w(R, R*), If r denotes 
this isomorphism and q the quotient map then one verifies immediately that 
CT = r q. Consequently, cr Kcr* = r(q K q '~)7 " and the restriction is seen to be 
isomorphic to the quotient kernel of K mod TV = R*'", The space having the 
. . *JL 
restriction as r, k, is therefore F £E) F (E, Rj ) under the evaluations 0" T • 
We are now in a position to state 
Theorem 2, The restriction of K to a subspace ICJ of_ R is iso-
-l<-L morphic to the topological restriction of the quotient kernel of K mod R^ 
induced by the weakening of the topology in R/R*"*" due to the weakening of 
the topology in R from the given topology to w(R, R-, ), The restriction is 
•jjsjL 
the r,k, of the space F © F(E,R^ ) under the evaluations given by T^ 
followed by the appropriate canonical mappings. 
The definitions of self adjoint and positive transformations of R into 
R given in the preliminaries show that these properties for a r.k, K are 
determined by the behavior of the ordinary r.k, fs < r"j K(x, y)r'r > , 
An ordinary r.k. K(x, y) can be thought of as a mapping 
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y —* Ky = K(x, y) 
of a set E onto a complete set of elements in a Hilbert space. On the other 
hand, whenever a mapping of a set E into an abstract Hilbert space is en­
countered we may derive from it an ordinary r.k, . Suppose y—> is 
such a mapping of E into H. Then the closed subspace Fq of H which 
is generated by the elements for ye E becomes a proper functional 
space under the evaluations T f = (f, K ) and the r.k. is K(x, y) = (K ,K ). x x y x 
In our present considerations we have for any r*e R* the mapping 
m5"4 ^ y —T r '  y  
of E into F. Letting F # be the closed subspace of F generated by 
these elements, the resulting proper functional space consists of all complex 
valued functions of the form 
f'(x) = (f, T*r*) = < r* f(x)> 
and the r.k. is 
(TT rv, T"rv) = < r* K(x, y)r* > . 
y -*• 
We wish to distinguish between the subspace F ^ of F and the space of 
functions so obtained from it. The notation F^* for the latter is suggested 
since there is a connection with the tilde correspondence, as we shall see. 
It is immediately seen that can be written as F © FfE,^!^) 
where Ti  ^ is the nullspace in R of the functional r*. If [r*] denotes 
the one-dimensional subspace of R* generated by r*, then Tl ^ ^ , 
E/n * is a one-dimensional space and the restriction of K(x, y) to [r*] 
is isomorphic to the quotient kernel of K modTi. The latter is a p.m. 
rel. the one-dimensional space and is the r.k. of F © F(E,Tl *) 
under the evaluations q T where q is the quotient map. If we interpret 
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the elements of as complex numbers by assigning to each element 
r the number < rr > for the fixed r* with which we started, we again 
obtain the space F^* . 
The connection with the tilde correspondence is now clear. The above 
quotient kernel gives, under the tilde correspondence, an ordinary proper 
functional space on E X [r* j and F* is obtained from this space by fix­
ing the element of [r*] as r*. 
Notice that when R is a separable Hilbert space and the r.k. is ex­
panded into a matrix following a complete orthonormal sequence J|p j , 
the spaces whose r.k.1s are the diagonal elements are just the spaces F . 
P n  
Returning to the question of self adjointness and positiveness of 
K(x, y) it is clear now that the condition on the space F in order that K 
have one of these properties is that each of its subspaces F^* have a corres­
ponding property as determined by the conditions for reality and positiveness 
of ordinary r.k.'s. We summarize with the statements; 
Theorem 3. K(x, y) is self adjoint for all x,y e E if and only if for 
every r e Rn<, f e Fj implies the existence of an Fe F ̂  such that 
< r*, f(x) > = < r* F(x) > for all x, and ||F|| = l|f||« 
Remark. Since < r r, f(x) > is a well determined complex valued func­
tion on E there can be at most one function T(x) in F^ giving it a repre­
sentation as < r* F(x) > . 
Theorem 4. K(x, y) is nonnegative for all x,y e E if and only if it 
is self adjoint for all x,y and for every r^e R , f = f _in F^* implies the 
existence of an f e F^ such that jjf | | < ||f|| and < r* f (x)> > |< r^f(x) >| 
1. For the corresponding theorem for the usual r.k, 's see N, Aronszajn and 
K. T. Smith [4]. 
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for all x. 
We remark next that in view of the symmetry property of a r.k. K(x, y) 
the self adjointness is equivalent to the condition K(x, y) = K(y, x). 
We conclude this section by examining a property of K(x, y) which 
corresponds to the property of an ordinary proper functional space, that 
f € F imply f € F and ||f|| = ||f ||, that is, the condition that the r.k, of , 
F be real. 
Define a conjugation J in R to be a continuous mapping of R onto 
2 itself which is antilinear and involutory, i.e. , J = the identity in R. The 
• • * » sjc 
conjugation J in R induces a conjugation in R" by the formula 
< r* Jr > = < J^r* r > . 
The transformation J induces a transformation Tj of F onto a space 
F j of functions on E to R in the usual way, namely, 
(Tjf) (x) = Jf(x), for all x. 
The space Fcan be nor me d by putting jj T rf || = ||f||. With this norm 
F t is a p.f. s.rel, R and the r.k. is easily seen to be JK(x, y)J$ . 
If we define K(x, y) to be invariant under the conjugation J whenever 
K(x,y) = J K(x, y) 
then it is clear that a necessary and sufficient condition for K to be invariant 
is the coincidence of the spaces F and F. We state this in the form sugges­
tive of the condition for reality of an ordinary r.k,, namely, 
Theorem 5. K is invariant under a conjugation J if and only if f e F 
implies T jf e F and || T Tf || = || f ||. 
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5. Functional completion, admissible spaces. 
In this section we shall consider several related questions associated 
with the general problem of constructing proper functional spaces. 
We begin by considering a normed linear space F of functions on a 
set E with values in a linear space Y. F will be said to be admissible 
if there is a topology for V making it a 1. c. s. and such that F with this 
range space is a p. f. s. , i.e. the evaluations are continuous in this topology 
of V. Any such topology will be called an admissible topology for V. 
Since there is a strongest topology for V which makes the evaluations 
continuous, the conjugate V^, of V with this topology is the maximal sub-
space of V 1 which can serve to define topologies on Y which are admis­
sible. It is clear, therefore, that F is admissible if and only if dis­
tinguishes points of V, or equivalently, weak-star dense in V'. The space 
VM consists of all functionals on V whose composition with each of the 
evaluations gives a continuous functional on F. The collection of all admis­
sible topologies for V in case of an admissible space is described as con­
sisting of all topologies between the linear and the Mackey determined by 
subspaces of Y ,' < which are weak-star dense in Y'. 
It is often convenient to replace a given functional space with a range 
space V by a second functional space consisting of the same class F and 
with the range space Vq consisting of the exact range of F, that is, the 
subspace of Y generated by the elements which are actually assumed as 
values by some function m F. 
The second question which we take up here is one which arises in ap­
plying the tilde correspondence. When some of the theorems of the ordinary 
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theory are applied to the corresponding problems in the present case by 
means of the tilde correspondence the configuration which is directly ob­
tained is an incomplete space F of functions on a set EX R* for some 
linear space R and the problem arises of determining the space R ap­
propriately. 
Let us consider in general a normed linear proper functional space 
F of functions on E X R fi which are antilinear in their dependence on rv. 
The tilde correspondence carries over to general normed linear spaces 
so we may consider this more general setting. The space R must be 
chosen so that its conjugate is R and hence it will be a subspace of (R*)' 
with the w(R, R ') topology. Now, the choice of subspaces of (R )1 corres-
ponds to the choice of topologies in R and since R must contain the el­
ements f (y, rv) for each ye E and f e F we see that there is a minimal 
i 
R, say Rq, and a minimal topology on R , w(R , Rq) However, this 
topology may fail to be a Hausdorff topology since Rq  may not distinguish 
elements of R \ If Tb denotes the zero subspace, Kq , of this topology 
then toe consider the quotient space R^/Tt • Rq is the exact range of the 
space F corresponding to F and any stronger topology on RJ< having 
the same zero subspace Tl determines a completion of Rq, 
We introduce a particular stronger topology determined by the space 
F as follows. For each fixed choice of y and r', f (y, rv) is a linear 
functional on F, namely, the evaluation of F, and hence f(y, r*)e F* . 
Fixing y we thus obtain a linear transformation 
r* —V f (y, r*) 
of R* into F*. The definition 
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||r*||y= | | f ( y , r*> ir  
determines a pseudo norm on R r for each y« The desired topology on 
R is the locally convex topology defined there by this family of pseudo-
norms, i. e, the neighborhoods of zero are given by the subsets of all r 
such that j| 1| < a for some y and some a > 0, and by finite inter­
sections of such sets. 
This topology will be denoted T. 
Theorem 1, T is stronger than w(R*, Rq)> and has the same zero 
subspace "I i. 
Proof. We must show that each of the functionals f (y, r ) is continu­
ous in T. Since 
11**1 = suE l i(y 'r*>l > l?<y -r*>l 7  5e# Hill = | |f| |  
we have, for any e > 0, 
|f (y, r*) | < e whenever j| r"" || < e y  f 
This shows also that the zero subspace rel, T is contained in the 
one rel w(R ', Rq) ; that the former contains the latter is obvious from 
y  the definition of || r" 
Theorem 2. If F is a reflexive Banach space then T is weaker than 
the Mackey topology m(R , RC|). Hence RQ is the conjugate of R* with 
the r topology in this case. 
Proof. It is enough to show that any neighborhood of zero of the form 
Ilr*||y < a contains a neighborhood of zero in the Mackey topology. 
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Consider the set N C R* of all rf such that | < rf, r > I = 
a i ! i* i 
1 * (y» * - ) | < a for all r = f (y, r ) such that ||f || < 1. The unit sphere 
|lf || § 1 is weakly compact by our hypothesis and since the mapping of F 
into RQ which maps f onto f (y, r ") is continuous, it follows that the im­
age of the unit sphere is compact and hence that is a Mackey neighbor­
hood of zero. Finally, for rj e 
5up |f(y, r*) | < a 
Jl fib1 1 
and consequently || r TIL < -  • 
As a special case of this theorem we obtain a fact which will be 
useful in applying the tilde correspondence to our general theory. This 
is the case in which F is obtained as the proper functional completion 
in the ordinary sense, of an incomplete Hilbert space Fq on the basic 
set E X R" „ The T topology defined for the completion F gives us a 
well determined range space Rq with respect to which the tilde corres­
pondence can be applied to F and a Hilbert space of functions on E to 
Rq obtained. In addition to the fact that Rq is arrived at by a construc­
tive procedure, it has the advantage of being the minimal range space for 
the completion. 
We consider the general question of the possibility of functional 
completion of an incomplete Hilbert space F, of functions on E to a I.e.s. 
R, which is a p. f.s. rel. R. 
Definition 1. A (proper) functional completion of F is a proper 
functional Hilbert space F relative to a l.c.s. R such that F with its 
norm is a dense subspace of F and R with its given topology is a dense 
subspace of R . 
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Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for a functional 
completion of F to exist is that for every Cauchy sequence j f ^ j in F 
1) f (x) 0 in w(R, R ), for x implies llf II —v 0. n — ~~~ ' 11 n " 
When the condition is satisfied the completion is possible with respect 
to a minimal range space R in the sense that any other subspace of (R*)' 
having a topology which induces the given topology in R and for which 
the completion exists must contain R as a subspace. 
Proof, The condition 1) is exactly the usual condition in order that 
F have a functional completion F , This proves the necessity. To con­
struct the completion we consider the class of all functionals on R* of 
jrr 
the form f(x, r j for f e F and xeE, Let Rq denote the subspace which 
they generate in (R')'. If (R is considered with its weak-star topology 
and R is considered with w(R, Rv) then R is a subspace of (R )', 
The space Rq can be obtained more directly prior to the completion 
of F by forming the topology T on R constructed by means of F and 
taking the conjugate of R' in this topology. 
The smallest subspace of (Rv)' containing both R and Rq is R = 
R + Rq. By a general remark in the preliminary section we may topologize 
R in such a way that the induced topology in R is its given topology and 
R* = R*. R is then dense in R, Finally, the elements of F are all weak-
star continuous antilinear functionals on Rr = R' and the tilde correspon­
dence can be applied to obtain the required functional completion of F, 
Theorem 4, _If_ R is sequentially complete in its topology and the 
condition 1) of Theorem 3 is satisfied then a unique functional completion 
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of F exists such that the range space is R. 
Proof, Under the hypotheses of the theorem it is possible to extend 
the evaluations of F continuously to the abstract completion of F, making 
it into a proper functional space. 
In particular, if R is a Banach space the theorem applies. 
We are now in a position to state the form of the converse of Theorem 
2, Section 2, which is true in the present theory. 
Theorem 5, If K(x, y) is a p, m, rel. R then there is a completion 
R o£ R (and a well determined minimal one) corresponding to a topology 
on R* stronger than w(R 4, R) such that, considering K as a p, TO, rel. R, 
there exists a p. f. s. F rel. R having K as r.k. . 
If R is sequentially complete there exists a p. f. s. F rel. R having 
r.k. K. 
This is proved directly by the tilde correspondence, using the above 
theorems, in view of the fact that, as in the usual theory, the construction 
of P depends on the functional completion of the class of functions of the 
form ^ K(x, y^)r 1 with the norm given by 
|| / K(x, y.)r* || = < r*, K(y^ y£)r* > . 
The following example shows that the exact converse of Theorem 2, 
Section 2, is false. 
Let E consist of a single point x, H be a Hilbert space and R a 
dense subspace of H. We define a linear topology on R, by.choosing R*=R 
(i.e. R' is composed of functionals (r!,r), r'e R), As K(x, y) we 
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choose the identity mapping of R* = R onto R. It is obvious that it is a p. m. 
rel, R. It is seen immediately that a corresponding p, f, s. F would have to 
have the whole of H for its range space (the evaluation T being an iso-x 
metry onto H). 
We conclude with a few more examples concerning the contents of this 
section. 
First, an example of a space which is not admissible is provided by 
any Hilbert space of complex valued functions which is not a proper function­
al space. Such a space can be constructed from L^,(0,1) by making use 
of the axiom of choice to select from the classes of equivalence (of functions 
defined and equal almost everywhere) functions which are defined every­
where and which form a linear space of functions. 
Next, let F be the space of all functions defined on the rectangle 
— x = a> ® = Y = vanishing on the boundary and having continuous 
first partial derivatives, with the Dirichlet integral as norm. The evalu­
ations are defined as before by 
Th(x, y) = h(x, y) , 
in which case the exact range of F is the space Rq of all functions on 
[0, b] vanishing at the end points and having continuous first derivatives. 
The topology for Rq given by the norm 
ll fll = sup |f*(y)| 
0<y<b 
would not be an admissible topology for F. The topology given by the 
JL7(0, b) norm is admissible and if the T topology for R" = L 5(0, b) were 
constructed making use of the r.k. for the completion of F given in §1 
it would be found that the completion TV of R is the space of all potentials 
of order 1/2 of L... functions on [0;b].* 
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[6. Sums and differences. 
If (x, y) and K.^x, y) are p. m.'s rel. and R respectively 
and F? and F?, are the spaces having these r.k. 's then by means of the 
tilde correspondence we shall study the possibilities of combining K, and 
K? to obtain other p.m. 's and determine their corresponding spaces. 
Sums. Taking Rj and R^ to be the same space R, the sum 
S(x, y) = Kx(x, y) + K2(x, y) 
is clearly a p.m. rel. R and the tilde correspondence yields. 
Theorem 1. S(x, y) is the r.k. of the space G of all functions on E 
to R which have a decomposition g(x) = f^(x) + f2(x), for some f^e Fj 
and f?€ F.?, with the norm given by 
||g||2= min | flfj2 + ||f2 l | 2} .  
the minimum being taken over all such decompositions of g(x)„ 
In the general case, R^ ^ R^,, we can define a formal sum, the direct 
sum discussed below, even though II. and R^ are unrelated. However, if 
R, and R^ are appropriately related we can extend the above theorem : 
Theorem 2. If there exist continuous linear transformations Gj and 
0'2 mapping R, and R . into the same space R then 
S(x, y) = tTjKjfx, y)(r* + 0'2 K^x, y)o* 
is a p.m. rel. R and is the r.k. of the space G of all functions g(x) on E 
to R of the form g(x) = G( f ; (x) + G? f 7{x), for some f^e Fj and f?e F^ , 
under the norm 
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fig II2 = min[ inf flf'J2 + inf |f' flZ] , 1Tq(fi-fl>=0 Tff(f2-f2)=° J 
the minimum being taken over all such decompositions of g(x). 
This is an obvious consequence of Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 of §3 
A few special cases are the following: 
1) If R| is a closed subspace of R^ then the sum of K,, and the 
natural extension of to is the r.k. of the space of all sums g(x) 
£(x) -f £ ?{x), £ j€ F1 and f,7e F7, with the norm 
mm 
g(x)=f^(x)+f?(x) 
f l l f 1 l l 2 + l l f 2 l l 2} .  
Z) If R7 is the space R. under a weaker topology we conclude 
that the sum of Kj and its topological restriction is the r.k. of the 
space of all functions on E to Rv which have the form g(x) = f^(x) + f-»(x) 
as above. 
If we take the space R in the theorem to be the direct sum R.( + R„, 
and crt and o'? to be the injection mappings of R^ and R - into R then 
crj and crj are respectively the projections carrying an element of Rj + R"5 
into its first and second coordinates, i.e., cr^ + i :) = r^ and 
0*.,(3,, + r= r ? . The theorem then yields a sum, the direct sum of 
and K?: 
[K^x, y) + K2(X, y)](r,; + r*) = K^x, y)rj" -f K 2(x, y)r* , 
as a p.m. rel. R^ + R?, The space of which is the r.k. is clearly 
the (orthogonal) direct sum of F, and F ̂  with the norm 
f 1  +  f 2 l 2  =  | | f 1 n 2 +  « f 2 " 2  
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Differences, For two p.m. 's K and K' relative to the same space 
R we write K « K' whenever K' (x, y) — K(x, y) is a p. m. rel. R. It is 
easily seen that « is a partial ordering of the set of p.m. 's rel. R. 
The tilde correspondence gives 
Theorem 3. If K « K' and F, F' and || ||, || ||' are the corres­
ponding spaces and norms then F C F1 and ||f|| > ||f ||' for all f € F, 
Theorem 4, If K' is the r.k. of Fl, norm || ||', and if F ( F' is 
a Hilbert space under the norm jj || such that for every f e F, ||f || || f * ||1  
then F possesses a r.k. K satisfying K « K'. 
As in the case of the sums, we can apply these theorems to the situ­
ation where the range spaces are different, say R^ and R7 provided there 
exist continuous linear transformations 0*^ and a., of R^ and R^ into a 
space R. Thus, in particular, the theorems can be applied under certain 
circumstances to natural extensions, quotients and topological restrictions 
of given r.k. 1 s. The results obtained may be useful as computational de­
vices but since their general interest is limited we restrict ourselves to 
the samples already given. 
Finally, the construction of the space corresponding to the difference 
in Theorem 4 and the correspondence between decompositions K = K, +* K? 
of a r.k. and decompositions I = + L, of the identity operator in F 
into positive operators can be carried over verbatim to the present case 
by the tilde correspondence. 
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lm Tensor product. 
For the pair of proper functional spaces F. and F^ with basic sets 
E, and and range spaces R^ and R7 we form the tensor product of 
their kernels as a transformation of R* (x) Rt into R. R«, and denote 
it by K, 
x 2  »  Y y  y2) = Ki(xi> yi) ® k2(x2» y2) • 
Applying the tilde correspondence to the spaces Fj and F , and their ker­
nels and computing the product of and K_, we find 
Ki*xr ri; yv £ P  *  K  » r  2 ;  y2* s ]: ) 
that is, the restriction to the elementary products of K. Denote this re­
striction by Kq. 
As the product of two ordinary r.k. 's Kq is an ordinary r.k, in the 
set E, X E -, X R'4 X R!; , It is, according to the usual product theorem, 
1 C t  1 L i  
the r.k. of the tensor product F1 (x^ F,? considered as a space of functions 
on E, X EX R? X R* . This space is the functional completion of 
1 2 1 I 
•+* r* 
Fq = F, (x) F^ of all functions of the form 
n 
f (x1, ; r* (x) r*) = f^fx^ r*) * r*) , 
k=l 
with £ e F, and f eF„ , under the norm given by the scalar product 
1 1  L a  L *  
n m 
i . h  - 1  l  (?«.;!">(?«,;«».. 
k=l i = 1
The characterization of the elements of the complete space in terms 
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of complete orthonormal systems in the two factor spaces could be carried 
over from the usual theory but it will be sufficient for us to deal with the 
space Fq. 
The elements of Fq have unique antilinear extensions to R.f (x) R 'JJ 
and the scalar product can be transferred to these extensions, giving a 
space of functions on E^ X E ? X (RJ~ 0 Rl) which we denote by F^ . 
It is clear that F^ corresponds to the space F« <x) F 7, considered 
as a space of functions in Ej X E 7 to R^ @ R? by means of the evaluations 
T = T*1* <x) T*2) 
xlx2 X1 x2 
where T^ and T^' are the evaluations of F, and F. , by means of the 
X 2 JL u 
tilde correspondence. 
The function Kq can be similarly extended to a function K on 
Ej X E? X R^ ® R . K belongs to Ft for each fixed choice of its second 
argument and has the reproducing property in F, since has the corres­
ponding property in Fn (note that Fq being incomplete we don't speak of 
a r.k, for Fq). 
We may now construct the topology T on Rj ® R* by means of Fj. 
This topology may fail to be Hausdorff but if we strengthen it by adding all 
the neighborhoods of zero of the form, all r" € RJ R* such that 
| < r? rj <g> r 2 >| < e , 
for any e > 0 and any r, e Rf, r .?€ R^» we obtain a topology r' on R (5£) R . 
which is stronger than w(R^ (§) R *, R, @ R^) (and hence is a Hausdorff 
topology). 
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The conjugate of RJ (x) R, with topology T' is the space B1 (x^, R^,. 
By the general theorem on functional completion, since a functional com­
pletion exists for F^ such a completion exists also for F, ® F^ giving 
F; (x. ( F with range space R,s (g R Hence, 
Theorem 1. The tensor product K of_ K j and K..} is a p. m. rel. 
Rl ®rt R7 and is the r,k, of Fj (5^Fwith this range space. 
Finally if E^ = E.? = E, applying the restriction theorem to the dia­
gonal set in Ej XE^ we obtain 
Theorem 2. The tensor product 
K(x, y) = Kj, (x, y) © Kz(x, y) 
of two positive matrices defined in E is a p.m. and is the r.k. of the 
space of all restrictions to the diagonal set in E X E of functions in 
Fj F .̂ with range space R^ (x) ,̂ R9, under the norm 
||f' || = rnin ||f|| , 
the minimum being taken over all f e F. (x).p Fp whose restriction to the 
diagonal is f!. 
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8. Limits of reproducing kernels. 
The theorems proved in the case of ordinary kernels cover the two 
cases of a decreasing sequence of kernels corresponding to a decreasing 
sequence of classes of functions defined in an increasing sequence of sets 
and the reverse situation. Without any essential alteration of the proofs, 
these theorems may be extended to the case where the basic sets E are 
the members of, respectively, an inductive or a projective system. We 
shall need the results in this form so we begin by stating them briefly for 
later reference. 
Case A. We suppose that {E^, is an inductive system of sets 
and denote by the generic element of E^ and by E the inductive limit. 
We assume either of the following equivalent conditions: 
1*. F is a p.f. Hilbert space on E for each n such that the se-n r r n 
quence of classes F is decreasing in the sense 
f ,,Itt X ) € F , for all f ,,e F ,, and all n, n+F n n' n — — n+1 n+1 — 
and the norms satisfy 
H W v ^Hn ^ K+A+i • for a11 n-
2°. F is the space whose r.k. is K (x , y ) and these r.k. !s form n n n n 
a decreasing sequence in the sense that 
K . i (f x ,7r y ) « K (x , y ) n+F n n' n7n' nx n' 7n' 
as p. matrices on E• for each n . 
Define a space F^ of functions on E as follows. Let 1^(1x^1) € Fq 
if and only if 
fn(|x }) = I -lim f (x ) 0U n!' n n n 
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for some inductive sequence of functions I f| with the properties that 
f (x ) e F for all n and lim I f (x )|| < co and put n* n' r\ " *n y -n' H -n ^ n*  n n " rr n "n 
f0 il 0 = 
Theorem 1. The limit of the kernels K , _____ . — — n 
Kn(fx Kfy ]) = lim K (x , y ) O ' c  n »  l 7 n J '  n  n x  n  J n '  
is a p. m. on E and is the r.k. of the space Fq. 
Case B. We suppose that {^*n» *s a projective system and that 
E denotes the projective limit. 
Our assumption is either of the equivalent conditions : 
j . F is a p. f, Hilbert space on E for each n such that the n 1 n 
classes increase in the sense 
f (?r x ,,) e F for all f e F and all n ; n n n-rl n+I n n 
and the norms satisfy 
f (tt x ,) . < f , for all n . 11 n n n+1' "ntl = " n"n 
2°. F is the space whose r.k. is K (x , y ) and the kernels form n r n% n 'n' 
an increasing sequence in the sense 
Kn< Vn+l' Vntl' <<: Kn+l(xn+l' yn+l> for a11 n • 
The sequence of positive numbers K^y^, y ) for any {yn} € E is an 
increasing sequence under our assumptions. We denote by E^ the subset 
of E of all {yrj ! such that lim Kn(yn, yn) < oo and suppose that Eq  is 
not empty. 
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Consider the class F^ of all functions ^({x^}) defined on Eq 
which are projective limits on Eq of projective sequences of functions 
l1^! with i € F^ for each n. For such a sequence {fn} the assumption 
1 assures that !!fnIIn *s a decreasing sequence for sufficiently large n. 
We norm Fq  by putting 
l iV KI ' lo  = 4 n f 1 1 i m  K K  -
I n I" 
the infimum being over all projective sequences |f} giving f^. 
If Fq has no functional completion in this norm we can decrease 
the norm so that the completion exists. Namely, putting 
II It o = r Hf0 ><ixn}) Ho ' 
the infimum being over all Cauchy sequences {f^} in F^ converging to 
fp. With this norm the completion exists. We denote it by Fq. 
Theorem 2. The limit of the kernels K (x , y ) • —  —  —  n  n  J n  
K n ( f x  l , i y  \ )  =  l i m  K  ( x  ,  y  )  0  1  n '  <  ; n 5  n  n x  n  7 n '  
is a p. m. on E , and is the r.k, of Ff). 
We apply these theorems to our case by means of the tilde correspon­
dence, taking first the analogue of case A. 
Suppose \ E^, 7T^ \ is an inductive system, E its inductive limit and 
suppose that { R̂ , o*n i is a projective system of 1. c, spaces, R the projec­
tive limit. 
We assume one of the equivalent conditions: 
1°. For each n, Fn is a p. f. Hilbert space rel. Rn such that the 
sequence F is decreasing in the sense that 
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0 ~  f  , , ( t t x ) e F , for all f ,, e F ,, and all n, n n+1 n n n n+1 n+1 
and the norms increase, i. e. 
|| cr f ,(7r x )|| < ||f _ || , 11 n n+1 n n'11 n — " n+1" n+1 
O 
2 . F is the space with r.k. K (x , y ) and the kernels form a n n n 7n 
decreasing sequence in the sense 
a K ,Jtt X , 7T y ) c v  «  K  (x , y  ) ,  a l l  n  .  n n+1" n n n'n n nv n *n' 
Under these circumstances {E X Rv , tt X cr* f is an inductive system L n n n nJ 7 
and the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied by F^, or by K in case 2° 
is taken, Consequently, 
Kn({x f, Tr'* ?; |"y |,|s'"i ) = lim K (x , r' ; y , s ) 0 V 1  n 1  L  n  )  l  ) M  n \ f  n v  n  n  7 n  n '  
exists and is a p.m. on E X RJ where R is the inductive limit of I R'o ' } . c  i n n )  
Kq is the r.k, of the space of all f ^ such that 
f n ( { x  }  ,{r*  j ) = I - l i m  f  ( x  , r * )  0" I n' L n )' n n n n 
for some inductive sequence f as described in Theorem 1. 
We wish now to apply the tilde correspondence to the space Fq and 
obtain a proper functional space with R = P-lim ]R^, or\ as range space. 
For this we must show that all elements of the form f o({xn}» {r*}) in (Rv)' 
belong to R, Since, for an inductive sequence f _(x^, r^) giving the ele­
ment f Q-({X |, f r*]) we have 
f (x , r *) = f (x ) e R nx n n' nx n' n 
we must show that |fn(xn)} € R anc* that for any r"" = {r*} € R"'* 
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By the inductive property of the f , we have 
f {x , r*) = f (?r x , :Q-*r* ) . 
n% n n' n+l% n n' n n' 
Hence, 
< r * , f  ( x )  >  =  <  c r * r * , f  _ ( 7 r  x  )  > = < r * , a  f  , . { x  t l )  >  ,  n n n n n+r n n' n' n n+lx n+l' ' 
since f x I e E, and therefore 
*- n' 
f (x ) = d f .Jx .,) , 
n n n n+r n+r ' 
proving the first point. Further, the definition of < r* r > for r e R and 
r*e R '* together with the definition of I -lim f (x , r*) show that the re-
n n n 
quired equation is satisfied. 
The fact that the topology on R is not necessarily Hausdorff does 
not affect these considerations since we may consider elements of R which 
cannot be distinguished by elements of R as giving the same functional 
on R. 
The transformation Kq({x^| , j yn|} of R into R corresponding to 
Kq  is well defined, that is, has the same value for indistinguishable elements 
of R, because of the manner in which it is obtained. Moreover, is a 
p . m .  r e l a t i v e  to  t h e  1 .  c .  s .  R  a n d  is  th e  r . k .  o f  t h e  s p a c e  F Q  o f  f u n c t i o n s  
on E to R defined from Fq by the tilde correspondence. 
It remains for us to interpret Kg as the limit in an appropriate sense 
of the kernels K^. For rv = j r^_ j e R* and N sufficiently large, define 
a  s e q u e n c e  {  r p  o f  e l e m e n t s  r ^ N  e  R̂  ,  p  =  1 ,  2 ,  . . . ,  b y  
rp,N 
K (x , y )r* , p > N 
P P P P 
(J r  ,  1 < p < N-l  p p+l,N = r = 
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Intuitively, the sequences jr ..} have initial segments satisfying 
P ' 
the requirement for a sequence to belong to R, Considered as elements 
°f ^Rn theY converge there in the topology w(]TRrt> ) R*) to an element 
of R, as N —>- oo. Choosing this value for KQ({X {y })r^, we see 
that it agrees with the value obtained by the tilde correspondence. Conse­
quently, it is in this sense that we are to understand the expression 
lim K in the 
n n 
Theorem 3. The limit 
Kn = lim K 0 n n 
is a p. m. rel. R on the basic set E and is the r.k, of F.,, 
Some special cases of the setting for this theorem are of interest. 
Notably the case where the spaces R^ form a decreasing sequence of closed 
subspaces of a space Rq and the transformations <r are the injections. 
If a sequence of kernels is defined having the properties of the hypothesis 2° 
then the theorem gives as the limit a p.m. relative to the intersection of 
© 
the spaces R^* A second special case is that in which each R_ is a quo­
tient space of the succeeding space R^ ^ and o*n is the quotient map. 
We turn now to the case B, and let j Ê , 7r J be a projective system 
with limit E and j R , a.J be an inductive system with limit R. We phrase 
• 0 O 
the equivalent hypotheses 1 and 2 as follows, in this case. 
1°. For each n, F is a p. f. Hilbert space rel, R such that i F f n r n , I n > 
is an increasing sequence in the sense that for each n 
cr f (7r x ?1) e F ,, for all f e F , n n% n n+1 n+1 n n ' 
and the norms decrease, i. e., 
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Hanfn*VSi+l* I'n+1 ~ HfnHn ' a 1 1  n  '  
O 
2 . Fn is the space with r.k. K^(x , y ) and for every n 
CT K  ( n  x  . 7 r  y  ,  J o *  «  K  (x v ) n n n n+1 nyn+l' n n+r n+1' yn+l' . 
^ ®nX  Rn ?  °~n f i s  a  P r°j ective system in this  case and has P-l imit  
E X R , where R = P-lim*jR , cr \ . The K can therefore be examined 1 n n' n 
by means of Theorem 2. 
The space R may not be Hausdorff. Let R' denote the quotient space 
of R modulo its zero subspace and q denote the quotient map. 
We remark first that in this case the r.k. K (x , y ) determines a n n n 
transformation of R* into R'. Namely, 
K n  ( f x . \  ,  {  y .  \ )  {  t'T } = qcr K (tt {x.|, i r  1 y f) a jr? \ 0nx» i '  l  J ^  n oo n v  noo t  i> n  ool  ' i» '  n oo 1  i  •> 
It is easy to see that 
K0n(M' {rH ! E = *„<*„• rn ; V sn» 
with the understanding that < r*,r' >, for r* € R v and r' e R', has the 
v a l u e  <  r  r  >  f o r  an y  r  €  R  s u c h  t ha t  r '  =  q r .  
The convergence of the kernels K is to be taken in the sense that the n 
kernels converge weakly as transformations of R* into Rl and we 
n 
* 
see from the above that this is equivalent to the convergence of the K . 
Denote by E^ the maximal subset of E such that for every j\rT j e R 
l i m K o n ( { y i l . { r * J ; { y . J , { r * } > <  ° o  
when {yje Eq. Then Eq is contained in the subset of E X R* which must 
b e  c h o s e n  f or  th e  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  T h e o r e m  2 .  t o  t he  sp a c e s  a n d  t he i r  ke r ­
nels K^. The space obtained in applying Theorem 2 is a p. f. s. with 
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the limit of as r.k. and hence we may apply the restriction theorem 
to obtain a space F of functions on EnX R whose r.k. is the restric-c U 
tion there of lim Kn , On 
Fc is the functional completion of the space of all restrictions of 
functions of the type 
f  n ( f x  Wfsr*}) = P-lim f (x , r*)  0X i n' c 1 '' ns n n' 
where {, ] is some projective sequence with f e F . Denote this space 
by F^ . As in the previous theorem we wish to show that each functional of 
the form f ^({x.} , {rf ]) on R'r is an element of R1. Choosing any projec­
tive sequence f ^ giving f q, put r = {f (x )][ , n nQ for a suitable n^. 
Then 
f"n+l(xn+l' rn+l> = f_n( Vntl' CTnrn+l> ' 
< rn+l' WW > = < <rn+l> fAW >= < rn+l' °nfn<xn> > " 
Thus f ,,(x .,) = cr f (x ), that is, reR and it is clear that <jr; Lr > = n+1 n+1 n nv  n '  1  1 > 
f 0 < W .  ( r * h -  W e  ma y  th e r e f o r e  ch o o s e  q r  a s  t he  e le m e n t  f  q ( j x .  J ,  |  r T  | )  
of R'. 
Finally, we construct the T topology on R determined by the space 
F^ and adjoint to its neighborhoods the w(R*, R') neighborhoods obtaining 
a stronger topology T'. Applying the theory of Section 5, we obtain a func-
tional completion F of F' having as range space the completion R of c c c 
R' determined by the topology r'. 
We may now state 
Theorem 4. The limit Kf}( jx. }, { ŷ ) = lim Kn(xn, ) 
i s  a  p . m .  r e l .  R  o n  E n  a n d  is  t he  r . k .  o f  F  .  £— C —•— U C 
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The special cases of this situation which occur naturally are first, 
the case of an increasing sequence R^ of subs paces of a fixed space, with 
(T as the injection, and secondly, the case where R. forms a chain of 
successive quotient spaces R ~ ^n/^n with the quotient map for cr^ , 
It was in order to obtain general theorems which include the interest­
ing special cases, such as those cited after Theorem 3 and the above, that 
it was necessary to consider the limits in the setting of inductive and pro­
jective systems. 
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